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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Lombardía has contributed to the dictionary with 11 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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alta suma de dinero
Fever phrases to a lunfardism says regarding the evidence of large silver.  Too much money. 

cleptómanos
Say a person who has a tendency to kleptomania. Thief Kleptomania is a morbid habit of uncontainable theft. 

con cara de pocos amigo
Unfriendly, moody, unpopular, unbrided, hard-working, dry, oscoDize from the one that causes rejection and does not
please the majority of the population or group. 

de frente mar
"Front butter" alternative way synonymous to paraphrase the signifier to go head-on more but sincere not to mess
around.  Some synonyms, words, or similar expressions may be front-faced omar/head-on butterol

dentro de lo previsto
Inside it : 1 .  Tr.  See ahead of time. 2 .  Tr.  Know, guess by some signs or hints what is to happen. 3 .  Tr.  Dispose or
prepare means against future contingencies

despelujada
It wears messy hair. In Chile and Mexico, remove

nanomaterial
Technological product of advanced importance.  Contains nanoparticles that do not reach 100 nanomaterials of
dimension.  They are used for aesthetic cosmetics for technology. 

remiendos
Scrap of fabric or leather that is added to another to improve it. Short-lived work that is vaguely improvised to improve a
decalabró. 

sansano
The term "sansano" does not refer to "comrades".  It is a group that has its own way of nominating itself and
distinguishing itself as a community. 

seudoterapia
Pseudotherapy or pseudotherapy etymologically derives from Greek PSEVDOEPIS-MIL , which means "scientific
fallacy". 

taoiseach
It means boss drifting from Ireland. It dates the first use in GOHAM engravings from the fifth and sixth centuries. 


